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About This Game

What is Hectic?

Hectic is an arcade First Person Shooter that throws the player back into the roots of the classic FPS genre. Hectic offers a sub-
section of game modes; all of which include a different but enjoyable experience. With free content updates and all of the

possibilites that Hectic will bring in the future, this game offers MUCH replay value.

Gameplay:

Hectic includes 4 game modes, filled with countless enemies and bosses; all of which are unqiue and act differently. Each
mission you complete will reach you closer to the max level while also rewarding you with skins, perks and deadly weapons;

allowing you to customize and play the way you want.

Features:

4 Game modes:
Obliteration, Onslaught, King of the Void, and Jackpot. Each of these modes share a thrilling and fun experience.
From shooting foes in randomized arcade arenas, to blasting your way through old school environments.

Progression:
Complete game modes while leveling up your character; which will reward you with perks and materials that you can
equip so you can play the way YOU want. (Currently the max level is 25)

28 Steam Achievements:
Hectic contains achievements that will definitely challenge your skills throughout the various game modes!

Old School Gameplay:
Do you miss the 90's days? Then grab a weapon, don't think twice and fight off hundreds of enemies, all of which have
different variables and behaviours. Welcome back to the golden age of First Person Shooters!

FREE Content Updates:
Check out all the latest content updates! Featuring "Into the Void", "Dark Hedge", "Festival Grounds and "Red
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Advancement". These updates give the game a variety of new content. You can expect to see new game modes,
environments, weapons and enemies to discover.
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Title: Hectic
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Barlock Games
Publisher:
Barlock Games
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I haven't played it! :D

10\/10. This is good right here. This "game" is an affront to both game design and art. If you take your time reading through it
all and "taking in the sights" you're looking at around 90 minutes of sub-par, plot-hole ridden writing per character, of which
there are too many.

In those 90 minutes you'll have a handful of choices, most of which have little to no lasting effect. This game could have been
made as a Powerpoint Slideshow. All the dialogue is in desperate need of an editorial by someone whose frontal lobe has not
been removed or pierced in some way. The audio is grating, repetetive and generic.

The artwork is sparse and lacking, showing only a fleeting hint of investment when there's an attempt at illustrating sexy poses,
all of which also fall flat on their face. Basic concepts of anatomy are thin, and vary wildly between poses/scenes. All the
characters pretty much look the same, switch a hairdo around and you're without hope trying to identify a given person. (Unless
you can see the chest area, their other lone distinguishing feature) Most textures look to be taken from a simple Google Image
search. All the grass is made using the Photoshop Grass Tool.

However, a few of the jokes hit home and Dan is the sexiest creature on this planet. 10/10 must own. This Christmas' "Elmo
doll" so to speak.. Edge of Eternity is a odd beast to say the least

So eoe is a love letter to old school final fantasy fans and I like that lets get started
Edge seems at first just like a basic turn based combat system it has a twist it has a move feature let me explain the move feature
works like.

This if you or a monster is going to drop a aoe spell you both have a chance to move out the way now this can mess you up if
they get behind they can do big damage just like you can do to them.

Character designs

I like the two we get right out the back from a look wise i like the uniform daryon wears and I like selene

Weapons look great from what I have seen

World events

I like these but i hate these I like them because they give you some nice exp in between going to city to dungeons

Dungeons and puzzles

I don't like that puzzles give you a game over if you fail them maybe for the main story ones I can see but the side ones you find
out in the world i feel like that shouldn't happen

Exp system

I love the Crystal system for this game it has a path of exiles and Final fantasy X feel to it

Soundtrack is good from what i heard
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My final thoughts

Edge of Eternity is a good game for being in alpha and i look forward to seeing this game improve and i hope the devs listen to
the fans.

Before i Forget if you have a 970 gtx you can run it on very high to high with next to no lag besides the start up of your save
files and please work on the mouth animations for the main character.

I think the devs should feel proud at the end of the day the its a wonderful game i hope it can keep it up. This is an absolute epic
City builder, even more if your a Roman Empire aficionado. 5*
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Good entertaining game. Not a top notch video game, but entertaining at the least. Ammo is everywhere. Drones can be used
when needed. For the price; excellent. Would like to see/play more games like this one.
. Plain, simple, fun. Great to look at, fun to play around with. A worthwhile experience.. Disgusting graphics. No normal
lighting. No interaction. Terrible model, crossing themselves, holes in the joints.. I enjoy plant games but there isn't a lot of
replayability with this one. The game is short, there's a LOT of clicking involved, there's no storyline or anything. Even the
achievements only took a couple hours to get.

I wouldn't buy it unless you have some sort of need to have every plant game available on Steam.. only single player now. Kaos
has shut down the Multiplayer servers. It's a cards against humanity like game with some twitch integration. Twitch chat helps
with the drama and they come up with some good arguments - It really become a community game. Incredibly fun and I've had
some ridiculous arguments that have had me close to dying of laughter. Personally, some of the best money spent on a game and
DLC (bought all the decks) and plenty more game play to come. Hope this game spreads like wildfire =]. Look, i've posted good
reviews, i've posted bat ones, but this may be the only review that i've had trouble deciding on weather it's good or bad. FFOW
is a game that i bought for $5 because it was on sale. Although made in '08, FFOW presents us with aspects ahead of it's time. I
mean, i own Call of Duty: Black Ops 2, and i instantly saw aspects of that here. But honestly, the only part that makes me
indecisive here, is the fact that they seem to have canceled the multi-player. This may just be my own computer, but it looks
like it's over (As is the case with some other older FPS games, some of which would have had merit had the designers bothered
to keep the servers up) It is a nicly made game with good concepts, but all-in-all, 7/10.. I can say a lot about this game, it has a
lot of flaws such as the blocky style, the tank controls, the really bad storyline, the annoying puzzles, it wasn't updated before it
was added onto Steam so it has a tendency of crashing at random and let us not forget *MONKEY COMBAT* which takes up a
good majority of the ending of the game and is randomized everytime you play it.
That being said if you want to complete your Monkey Island collection (all four of the original games made by LucasArts, Tales
of Monkey Island are no longer available.) then this game is for you.
It's not all bad though, if you want to relive the nostalgia of playing the final game in the series, remeet with and play as the
lovable and dashing pirate Captain Guybrush Threepwood voiced by the Handsome Dominic Armato, and go on adventures that
are chock full of sillyness then it's worth the bugs and worth giving a chance.. I got this product on sale and I'm very happy I did
Add public I wouldn't wanna pay the price for it at this point in time But it is definitely original with a cool story some updated
graphics this could be really something.. I have to recommend this game because you have to see it to believe it. (Don't actually
see it, there is nothing to believe other than it sounds waaaaay better than it is!)

Hectic 9.0: Festival Grounds + Sale:

Hectic is back just in time for another update! Let's get right to it.. Hectic 8.0 - "Dark Hedge" Now Available!:
Hectic is back with another HUGE content update which includes new weapons, perks, levels, more progression, and
much more!

Hectic 8.0 - "Dark Hedge". Hectic 1.0.2: Red Advancement + Lunar Sale:

Hectic has returned for a pretty lengthy update! Let's get into it.. Hectic is now available!:

Hectic is now available for everyone to purchase on Steam!. Hectic 8.5 - Maintenance Update Now Available:
Another update has arrived for Hectic! Though this one in particular mainly contains many changes and fixes for the
preparation of the next upcoming content update. Let's show off the most notable features.

Control binding is now available!. Hectic 7.0 "Into the Void" is now here!:
Apologies for the long delay. I have been hard at work with the latest update which is now available!

Hectic 7.0 - "Into the Void"
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